You Can’t Miss This Holiday Shopping Season

Cuebiq maps the consumer journey to identify offline behaviors around seasonal shopping events.

With the holiday season around the corner, be the go-to-destination for your target consumers! The 2021 holiday shopping season will see an earlier start as consumers are eager to return to in-store shopping experiences and catch the best deals.

As you prepare for the biggest season of the year, make sure you know what to expect as a retailer:

- U.S. holiday retail sales in 2021 are expected to rise **2.7%** to **$1.1 trillion**.
- **43%** of consumers plan to shop in **physical stores** this holiday season.
- **34%** of consumers intend to start their holiday shopping as early as October.
- Holiday ecommerce sales in 2021 are predicted to reach **$207 billion**.

EASILY ACTIVATE CROSS CHANNEL

Activate segments by searching “Cuebiq” on all leading DMPs and DSPs. Through LiveRamp, we also support TV inventory (search “CuebiqTV” in your DSP of choice) and social inventory (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest, Amazon.) Contact us to get started!

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Contact your Cuebiq representative or cuebiq-sales@cuebiq.com to learn more about our Custom Audiences Builder. Seamlessly create and deploy audiences with custom geosets, real-time forecasting, and turnkey activation.